
“An astonishingly assured debut…
the best book I’ve read in a very long time.”

—ELIZABETH LETTS, 
#1 New York Times bestselling author
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Once again, Library Journal aims to help you discover 
the most exciting forthcoming titles at the American Library 
Association’s Midwinter conference, but with no show floor to 
negotiate things are different. With the help of this guide, you will 
be visiting virtual booths and accessing titles via a Swag-a-Palooza 
button or various links provided by the publisher; the best thing 
to do is to follow directions when you get there. Publishers are 
organized alphabetically. The number of titles here exceeds 200, 
and events and giveaways are highlighted, too. A huge thanks to 
Sourcebooks for its long-standing support as sponsor of this guide.

Grove Atlantic 
TOPNOTCH FICTION: Viet Thanh Nguyen’s The Committed, the Paris-based follow-up to the 
Pulitzer Prize–winning The Sympathizer; Dantiel W. Moniz’s viscerally stunning debut 
collection Milk Blood Heat; British-Ghanaian writer/photographer Caleb Azumah Nelson’s 
buzzing Open Water, about complications when two young Black British people fall in 
love; award-winning Francisco Goldman’s Monkey Boy, with a middle-aged American 
novelist parsing his Guatemalan and Jewish heritage; and Malcolm Brooks’s Cloudmaker, 
with 14-year-old Houston “Huck” Finn secretly building his own plane in the 1937 
American West.

TOPS FOR CHILL SEEKERS: Donna Leon’s Transient Desires, with Commissario Guido 
Brunetti investigating an accident in the Laguna that leads to evidence of something 
far worse; and Michelle Richmond’s The Wonder Test, with on-leave FBI Agent Lina Connerly shocked by a local 
high school aptitude test clearly meant to enhance privilege—and then children start disappearing. 
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TOP NONFICTION: Ross King’s The Bookseller of Florence, which focuses on bookseller Vespasiano da Bisticci to 
show that the beauty of Renaissance Florence lay not just in its art but in its revival of ancient knowledge; 
Alexander Wolff’s Endpapers: A Family Story of Books, War, Escape, and Home, the rich and complex story of 
German American publisher Kurt Wolff and his family; and Sonia Faleiro’s The Good Girls: An Ordinary Killing, 
which limns issues of culture, politics, and caste as it chronicles the murder of two teenage girls in an Indian 
village.

AND MORE: Through Swag-a-Palooza, Grove Atlantic is giving away a bundle of galleys drawn from the featured 
books; sign up at the booth, and maybe you will be one of the lucky winners. And check out the video of 
Grove Atlantic editors pitching those titles. 

Hachette Book Group 
FICTION FAVORITES: Naima Coster’s What’s Mine and Yours, about the consequences for two families when a North 
Carolina high school integrates; Kira Jane Buxton’s Feral Creatures, with S.T., the fabulously cheeky Crow who 
starred in Hollow Kingdom, winging his way to a new adventure—parenthood; Femi Kayode’s Lightseekers, 
featuring Nigerian investigative psychologist Philip Taiwo, who travels to a remote town to probe the public 
torture and murder of three university students in what he comes to realize is not simply a moment of crowd 
madness; and Megan Nolan’s Acts of Desperation, about a young woman violently obsessed with a writer with 
whom she has a brief affair. 

LOTS OF NONFICTION: Jo Ann Beard’s Festival Days, a new collection of vivid, profoundly personal essays from a 
much-appreciated writer’s writer; Brandon Fleming’s Miseducated: A Memoir, the story of a young Black man 

with a troubled childhood and dreams waylaid by a sports injury who rose to become 
assistant coach of debate at Harvard University; Michael Blanding’s North by Shakespeare: 
A Rogue Scholar’s Quest for the Truth Behind the Bard’s Work, which argues that Shakespeare 
wrote the plays credited to him (lots of controversy there) but adapted them from works 
the unknown Sir Thomas North wrote for his patron, Robert Dudley, to enchant Queen 
Elizabeth; Kristin van Ogtrop’s Did I Say That Out Loud? Midlife Indignities and How To Survive 
Them, the Time “Amateur” columnist’s look at the midlife balance between life’s little 
humiliations and quietly satisfying triumphs; and Marina Khidekel’s Your Time To Thrive: 
End Burnout, Increase Well-Being, and Unlock Your Full Potential with the New Science of 
Microsteps, from the head of Content Development at Thrive Global, a behavior-change 
tech company. 

AND MORE: Attendees can follow the Swag-a-Palooza button or text staff at the booth to 
obtain physical galleys. They can also request materials at the Hachette Book Group Library website at their 
convenience. A link provided to the publisher’s ALA Midwinter 2021 Edelweiss catalog should help things 
along. 

Harlequin
HISTORICAL: Sarah Penner’s The Lost Apothecary, a debut weaving together the stories of Caroline, who flies 
to London without her perfidious husband on their tenth anniversary, and a late 1700s apothecary named 
Nella whose wares she discovers while mudlarking on the Thames; Madeline Martin’s The Last Bookshop in 
London, whose heroine learns to love books while working at what ends up being the last bookshop standing 
on Paternoster Row after a particularly brutal bombing during the Blitz; plus three more examples of that 
soaringly popular genre, World War II fiction: Pam Jenoff’s The Woman with the Blue Star and Kelly Rimmer’s The 
Warsaw Orphan, both featuring fraught moral choice in Poland, and Sara Ackerman’s Radar Girls, about a daring 
young woman in Hawaii who joins the Women’s Air Raid Defense after the attack on Pearl Harbor. Also, 
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there’s Amy Mason Doan’s Lady Sunshine, whose heroine experiences liberation and finally 
tragedy at her bohemian uncle’s California estate; and Alka Joshi’s The Secret Keeper of 
Jaipur, in which Lakshmi, the protagonist of Joshi’s The Henna Artist, wrestles with a 
protégé’s personal crises. 

THRILLERS: Mary Kubica’s Local Woman Missing, about a town upended when a young 
woman who vanished over a decade ago suddenly reappears; JT Ellison’s Her Dark Lies, 
a Rebecca-like story of escalating tragedy at the wedding of emerging artist Claire 
Hunter to the rich and handsome Max Compton; Nadine Matheson’s The Jigsaw Man, an 
#OwnVoices debut about London-based DI Anjelica Henley trying to stop a series of 
particularly bloody killings; and Lara Bazelon’s A Good Mother, about a lawyer representing 
a young woman who may have killed her decorated war-hero husband in self-defense. 

FRIENDS, FAMILY, LOVERS: Maisey Yates’s Confessions from the Quilting Circle, with three sisters coming together with 
their mother in small-town Oregon after their grandmother’s death; Viola Shipman’s Clover Girls, with terminally 
ill Emily asking the lifelong friends she made at summer camp in 1985 to scatter her ashes at the camp; Ann 
Shin’s The Last Exiles, an award-winning Korean Canadian filmmaker’s debut about two young North Korean 
lovers split apart when one makes a life-changing decision in light of their country’s harsh circumstances; Naima 
Simone’s The Road to Rose Bend, Black romance about a rebellious young woman’s return to her hometown, 
freshly divorced and pregnant, and the grieving mayor whose fate is soon linked with hers; Sarah Morgan’s 
The Summer Seekers, as 80-year-old Kathleen kicks over the idea of residential living and instead takes a cross-
country road trip, with young, questing Martha at the wheel; Marcella Bell’s The Wildest Ride, taken by an 
undefeated urban cowboy and his tough female rival in a Closed Circuit rodeo competition, which could 
lead to lots of money and maybe love; and Matt Dunn’s Pug Actually, which stars one smart rescue dog—a pug 
named Doug—who wants to make sure that beloved owner Julie ends up with Tom instead of her caddish boss. 
Because dogs know best. 

NONFICTION: Kate Biberdorf’s It’s Elemental: The Hidden Chemistry in Everything, with the University of Texas 
professor frequently seen in the media—Buzzfeed calls her “the new, cooler Bill Nye”—revealing all about her 
favorite subject; Alexander Bezzerides’s Evolution Gone Wrong: The Curious Reasons Why Our Bodies Work (Or Don’t), 
with Lewis-Clark State College biology professor explaining (irreverently) how we got physically where we 
are; Michael Koresky’s Films of Endearment: A Mother, a Son, and the 80s Films That Defined Them, with the critic/
screenwriter sharing how watching Eighties films with his mother shaped his aesthetics and his life; and Blythe 
Grossberg’s I Left My Homework in the Hamptons: What I Learned Teaching the Children of the One Percent, a tutor 
and learning specialist’s no doubt eye-popping tales about working with the children of New York’s wealthiest 
families. The subtitle says it all.

AND MORE: Meeting for cocktails in the virtual environment can be a challenge, but the next best thing is a tote 
bag suggesting “Cocktails in the library?” and loaded with a selection of forthcoming Harlequin titles. Enter to 
win at the booth. 

HarperCollins
BLOW-YOUR-MIND LITERARY FICTION: Russell Banks’s Foregone, with documentary filmmaker Leonard Fife, a 
Vietnam War draft dodger still in Canada, offering a valedictory interview revealing a dark secret; Willy Vlautin’s 
The Night Always Comes, featuring struggling young Lynette, whose plans to buy a house for her family are 
upended when her mother breaks a promise; Nadia Hashimi’s Sparks Like Stars, an American surgeon’s reckoning 
with the loss of her entire family during a 1970s coup in Kabul; Morgan Jerkins’s Caul Baby, about a Harlem 
family whose considerable power comes from a caul in their possession; Elizabeth McCracken’s The Souvenir 
Museum: Stories, the National Book Award finalist’s investigation of the family bond; and two Lead Read 
titles: Andrew J. Graff’s Raft of Stars, about two ten-year-old boys fleeing into the Wisconsin wilderness when it 
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appears that one of them has killed the other’s abusive father; and Jessica Anya Blau’s Mary Jane, what happens 
when a proper 14-year-old nannies one summer in an outrageously outré household. 

BLOW-YOUR-MIND POP FICTION: Laura Lippman’s Dream Girl, with novelist Gerry Andersen trapped in bed after an 
accident and fearing that he is losing his mind when he at least thinks he’s getting phone calls from the main 
character in his latest big-deal novel; Kate Quinn’s The Rose Code, featuring three women working at Britain’s 
Bletchley Park in 1940 to break German military codes and the personal fallout that accrues; Cynthia D’Aprix 
Sweeney’s Good Company, opening with Flora Mancini puzzled when she finds an envelope containing the 
wedding ring her husband claims to have lost way back; Marianne Cronin’s The One Hundred Years of Lenni and 
Margot, which pairs 17-year-old Lenni and 83-year-old Margot on the terminal ward of the Glasgow Princess 
Royal Hospital; Joshilyn Jackson’s Mother May I, with Bree required to perform one little task to get back her 
kidnapped baby boy, but the consequences are dire; Sonali Dev’s Incense and Sensibility, featuring single-minded 
Yash Raje, California’s first serious Indian gubernatorial candidate, who’s knocked sideways by violence at a 
rally and is helped by his sister’s best friend; Beatriz Williams’s Our Woman in Moscow, featuring the disappearance 
of an American diplomat and his family from their London home during the Cold War; Becky Chambers’s 
The Galaxy, and the Ground Within, the Hugo Award winner’s visit to a desolate waystation in space where 
intergalactic travelers are trapped by a technological glitch; and Bolu Babalola’s Love in Color: Mythical Tales from 
Around the World, Retold, with British-Nigerian author Babalola, a self-professed romcomoisseur, retelling love 
stories from history and mythology. 

BLOW-YOUR-MIND NONFICTION: Judy Batalion’s The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters 
in Hitler’s Ghettos, the story of Jewish women resistance fighters in World War II Poland who risked brutal 
imprisonment and death to counter the Germans; and Ben Philippe’s Sure, I’ll Be Your Black Friend: Notes from the 
Other Side of the Fist Bump, with Philippe explaining what it’s like to have been designated the new Black friend 
(colleague, roommate, whatever) by often clueless whites as he steers his way through 
stereotypes, slurs, affirmative action, Black Lives Matter, and whether Beyoncé is too 
much Beyoncé to an understanding of his own Blackness. 

AND MORE: Aside from these titles, the publisher will be offering dozens more egalleys 
(and some audio egalleys) through Swag-a-Palooza. An on-demand podcast, Diversity 
in Publishing, featuring Morgan Jerkins (Caul Baby), Will Leitch (How Lucky), and Cat 
Sebastian (The Queer Principles of Kit Webb), will be available in the Sound Garden 
Pavilion’s “Live from the 25.”

EVENTS: Friday, 1/22, at 11:00 a.m., Natalie Baszile, We Are Each Other’s Harvest: A 
Celebration of African American Farmers, Land & Legacy, featured speaker on the Diversity 
in Publishing Stage. Sunday, 1/24, at 1:30 p.m., Cicely Tyson, Just As I Am, in-booth 
featured speaker; and Monday, 1/25, 4:00 p.m., “Forget Your Troubles,” a joint 
HarperCollins/Macmillan/Workman program featuring authors Sara Nisha Adams, Jayci Lee, and Polly Samson, 
followed by the library reps’ happy reading recommendations. 

LIBRARY LOVE FEST CHATS: On Friday, 1/22, at 12:00 p.m.; Saturday, 1/23, at 9:00 a.m.; Sunday, 1/24, at 9:00 a.m.; 
and Monday, 1/25, at 9:00 a.m., live, in-booth chats with the Library Love Fest team answering questions and 
offering reading recommendations. Plus, on Saturday, at 1:00 p.m., don’t miss the Library Love Fest Book Buzz, 
a juicy 15-minute bite featuring spring/summer titles. 

All times are Eastern Standard Time. 
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HarperCollinsChristian
FICTION: Charles Martin’s The Letter Keeper, the New York Times best-selling author’s 
return to his characters from The Water Keeper, with an advocate for victims of human 
trafficking facing his family’s kidnapping; J’nell Ciesielski’s The Ice Swan, featuring 
a Russian princess on the run in revolution-torn 1917 Petrograd; Angela Jackson-
Brown’s When Stars Rain Down, with both Black and white residents of tiny Parsons, 
GA, reckoning with embedded attitudes as the Ku Klux Klan descends in 1936; Mario 
Escobar’s The Librarian of Saint-Malo, with a French librarian’s correspondence with a 
famous writer revealing the horror of the Germans’ World War II occupation of the 
coastal town of Saint-Malo (where Anthony Doerr’s All the Light We Cannot See also 
took place); Bethany Turner’s Plot Twist, featuring the long-term consequences of a chance 

meeting between a greeting-card writer aspiring to write screenplays and an actor heading to an audition; and 
Lauren Denton’s The One You’re With, a Southern-set tale about the ups and downs of marriage. 

NONFICTION: Steven Carino and Alex Tresniowski’s Oliver: The True Story of a Stolen Dog and the Humans He Brought 
Together, Carino’s heart-wrenching, heart: warming search for his stolen dog; Mallory Weggemann with Tiffany 
Yecke Brooks’s Limitless: The Power of Hope and Resilience To Overcome Circumstance a memoir from the 
Paralympic gold-medalist, world champion swimmer, ESPY winner, and NBC sports commentator; Chris 
Hodges’s Out of the Cave Stepping into the Light When Depression Darkens What You See, with Pastor Hodges 
drawing on the life of Elijah to help those wrestling with depression; Elizabeth Passarella’s Good Apple: Tales of 
a Southern Evangelical in New York, a debut from a Southern Living columnist living in New York who challenge 
stereotypes about Southerners, New Yorkers, and Christians; and Michelle Williams’s Checking In: How Getting 
Real about Depression Saved My Life--and Can Save Yours, a memoir from a member of famed female R&B group 
Destiny’s Child on her battle with depression. 

HarperCollinsFocus
HARPER HORIZON: Sara Schulting Kranz’s Walk Through This: Harness the Healing Power of Nature and Travel the Road 
to Forgiveness, a life coach and certified wilderness guide on finding peace by connecting with nature; Teresa 
Palmer and Sarah Wright Olsen’s The Zen Mama Guide to Finding Your Rhythm in Pregnancy, Birth, and Beyond, from 
two actresses/lifestylists from Australia and Los Angeles, respectively; Naomi Davis’s A Coat of Yellow Paint: Moving 
Through the Noise to Love the Life You Live,  essays on food, family, and fun from the 
purveyor of the one-million-fan strong Love Taza platform; Katie Russell Newland’s 
A Season with Mom: Love, Loss, and the Ultimate Baseball Adventure, honoring her 
mother by visiting all 30 Major League Baseball parks; Syd and Shea McGee’s Make 
Life Beautiful, lifestyle love for the author’s multitudinous fans; Tim Storey’s The Miracle 
Mentality: Tap into the Source of Magical Transformation in Your Life, with a popular life 
coach on making positive changes; Molly Galbraith’s Strong Women Lift Each Other Up, the 
Girls Gone Strong cofounder’s grounded advice on interdisciplinary health, fitness, 
and nutrition education for women; and Mark Goulston and Diana Hendel’s Why Cope 
When You Can Heal?: How Healthcare Heroes of COVID-19 Can Recover from PTSD, timely 
advice from medical specialists for doctors, nurses, paramedics, and other healthcare 
professionals. 

HARPERCOLLINS LEADERSHIP: Marc Polymeropoulos’s Clarity in Crisis, from a highly decorated, 26-year operations 
officer with the CIA; Jason Sperling’s Creative Directions: Mastering the Transition from Talent to Leader, from 
the senior vice president and chief of creative development at RPA Advertising; Elayne Fluker’s Get Over “I Got 
It”: How To Stop Playing Superwoman, Get Support, and Remember That Having It All Doesn’t Mean Doing It All Alone, 
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founder of Chic Rebellion Media; John Lee Dumas’s The Common Path to Uncommon Success: A Roadmap to 
Financial Freedom and Fulfillment, from theEntrepreneurs on Fire podcaster; and Jeffrey D. Korzenik’s Untapped Talent: 
How Second Chance Hiring Works for Your Business and the Community, with a chief investment strategist at a large 
bank recommending that hiring people who have served jailtime isn’t just good but good for business; and 
entrepreneur Rachel Rodgers’s We Should All Be Millionaires: A Woman’s Guide to Earning More, Building Wealth, and 
Gaining Economic Power. 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
The publisher will be offering NetGalley links to the following. 

DISTINCTIVE FICTION: Elly Griffiths’s The Postscript Murders, with DS Harbinder Kaur 
investigating the suspicious death of a 90-year-old woman to whom numerous 
psychological thrillers have been dedicated; Hala Alyan’s The Arsonists’ City, about a 
Syrian mother, Lebanese father, and their three American children returning to Beirut 
to save the family home; and Benjamin Percy’s The Ninth Metal, with Earth sweeping 
through the debris field of a comet, which leaves behind a heretofore unknown ninth 
metal with prodigious properties, inspiring a sort of gold rush.

DIVERSE NONFICTION: Alison Bechdel’s The Secret to Superhuman Strength, a memoir 
about exercise from the MacArthur Fellow and Tony Award winner; Brian Broome’s 
Punch Me Up to the Gods, poet/screenwriter Broome’s account of his upbringing in 
Ohio as a dark-skinned Black boy crushing on other boys, falling into wild sex and drug use, and struggling 
to understand who he really is; Marie Yovanovitch’s Lessons from the Edge, a memoir from the former U.S. 
Ambassador to Ukraine; Jamal Greene’s How Rights Went Wrong: Why Our Obsession with Rights Is Tearing America 
Apart, a constitutional scholar’s argument that given our focus on rights—which usually ends in conflict—
we need to reconnect the concept of rights to justice. New York Times food columnist Mark Bittman’s Animal, 
Vegetable, Junk, retelling the history of humanity through it push to find food; Amy Shah’s I’m So Effing Tired: A 
Proven Plan To Beat Burnout, Boost Your Energy, and Reclaim Your Life, straight talk about what to eat when and hot 
to manage stress from a board-certified medical doctor and nutrition expert; Jake Cohen’s Jew-ish: A Cookbook: 
Reinvented Recipes from a Modern Mensch, from a rising-star food writer; Kelly Senyei’s Secret Ingredient Cookbook: 
125 Family-Friendly Recipes with Surprisingly Tasty Twists, based on the author’s popular Just a Taste food site; and 
Julia Cooke’s Come Fly the World: The Jet-Age Story of the Women of Pan Am, from a journalist born into a Pan Am 
family. 

Macmillan
IN-HOUSE RAVES: Gabriela Garcia’s Of Women and Salt, a debut putting Miami-based Carmen between her drug-
addicted daughter and difficult mother back in Cuba; Jennifer Saint’s Ariadne a feminist retelling of a classic 
Greek myth; Rivers Solomon’s Sorrowland, about a woman raising her children deep in the forest even as she 
suffers the effect of medical experimentation on the marginalized carried out at a compound she fled; Jean 
Hanff Korelitz’s The Plot, about a fading author who steals a surefire plot from a student who has suffered an 
untimely death; Phoebe Wynne’s Madam, about a new teacher at an exclusive girls school high on the Scottish 
cliffs who quickly discovers an uncomfortable disjunction between her progressive beliefs and the darkly, starkly 
traditional culture there; Chandler Baker’s The Husbands, whose put-upon heroine is amazed that the professional 
women in her new neighborhood are almost eerily in control of their spouses, especially when it comes 
to splitting housework; Sara Flannery Murphy’s Girl One, a supernatural thriller about nine “Miracle Babies” 
conceived without male DNA; and Lily Menon’s Make Up Break Up, whose heroine hates the guy who stole her 
dating app idea and made it nasty, except maybe she’s falling for him.
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MORE IN-HOUSE RAVES: Trish Doller’s Float Plan, with a young woman grieving over her 
fiancé’s death but deciding that she’ll still take that sailboat voyage they were planning—
only now she needs a professional sailor; Brian Klingborg’s Thief of Souls, with exiled 
inspector Lu Fei investigating the strange and gruesome death of a peasant girl in a 
northern Chinese village; Sally Hepworth’s The Good Sister, with the eponymous heroine 
ever struggling to protect little sister Fern, who now wants a baby; Mary Dixie Carter’s 
The Photographer, whose protagonist photographs the children’s parties of wealthy New 
Yorkers and finally decides she wants in on their lifestyle; Chevy Stevens’s Dark Roads, 
about a desolate stretch of highway where women keep disappearing and Beth Chevalier 
tries to discover what happened to her sister; Alex Michaelides’s The Maidens, with a Greek 
tragedy professor at Cambridge who may be guilty of murder protected by a group of 
female acolytes; Kristin Hannah’s The Four Winds, set in 1934 Texas and starring an intrepid 
young woman who must decide whether she should stick to the crumbling land she 

loves or head to an uncertain future in California; and Jenny Lawson’s Broken (in the best possible way), bitingly 
prescient humor about dealing with life’s downside and oddities. 

AND MORE: The publisher will be offering 18 adult and YA print ARCs via Swag-a-Palooza and this link (bit.
ly/35aJyFs), but no word on the actual titles; it’s dubbed a “Blind Date with a Book.” 

EVENTS: Thursday, 1/21, ALA Midwinter Pre-Game: at 3:00 p.m., YA and Adult Book Buzz with Macmillan 
and Tor Titles, and at 4:00 p.m., Adult Author Panel, Lily Menon, Make Up Break Up; Rivers Solomon, Sorrowland; TJ 
Klune, The House in the Cerulean Sea and Under the Whispering Door; and Sarah Gailey, The Echo Wife; and Monday, 
1/25, 4:00 p.m., “Forget Your Troubles,” a joint HarperCollins/Macmillan/Workman program featuring authors 
Sara Nisha Adams, Jayci Lee, and Polly Samson, followed by the library reps’ happy reading recommendations.  All 
times are Eastern Standard Time.

 

Penguin Random House
TOP-SPOT FICTION: Marie Benedict and Victoria Christopher Murray’s The Personal Librarian, about Belle da Costa 
Greene, hired by J.P. Morgan as his personal librarian for the new Pierpont Morgan and hiding a secret: she’s 
passing. Plus Andy Weir’s Project Hail Mary, featuring an astronaut who awakens to find himself millions of miles 
from Earth, his two crewmates dead, and his memory of his mission hazy at best; Chris Bohjalian’s Hour of the 
Witch, set in 1660s Boston, whose young heroine wants to escape her cruel and controlling husband but ends 
up accused of being a witch; Paula McLain’s When the Stars Go Dark, featuring a missing-persons detective who 
leaves San Francisco for her hometown, Mendocino, where she faces the disappearance of a local girl that 
echoes a tragedy in her past; and Taylor Reid’s Malibu Rising, with crisis arising when supermodel Nina; her 
brothers, champion surfer Jay and photographer Hud; and beloved little sister Kit hold their annual end-of-
summer beach bash in 1983 Malibu. 

CHILLS: Nancy Tucker’s The First Day of Spring, opening with an eight-year-old committing a horrific crime and 
moving forward two decades as she copes with the consequences; Clay McLeod Chapman’s Whisper Down the Lane, 
about a child’s white lie and a suspect teacher, inspired by the McMartin preschool trials and the Satanic Panic 
of the 1980s; Jen Williams’s A Dark and Secret Place, about a daughter returning home after her mother’s suicide 
to discover that her mother carried on a long-term correspondence with a serial killer; and Kaoru Takamura’s 
Lady Joker, Vol. 1, the author’s English-language debut, inspired by an unsolved true-crime kidnapping case. 

HEARTWARMER: Jan-Philipp Sendker’s The Heart Remembers, wrapping up the internationally best-selling “The Art 
of Hearing Heartbeats” trilogy with 12-year-old Bo Bo learning the story of his parent’s epic love. 

DEBUTS: Heather Walter’s Malice, a debut that intriguingly retells the Sleeping Beauty story, with Princess Aurora 
falling in love with Alyce, the Dark Grace—that is, the Bad Fairy; Stacey Swann’s Olympus, Texas, with the 
small-town East Texas Briscoe family upended by marital betrayal; Paul Mendez’s Rainbow Milk, about a young 
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British Jamaican who escapes economic depression, a shattered family, and repressive 
Jehovah’s Witness teachings by fleeing to the further complexities of London; Eileen 
Garvin’s The Music of Bees, with widowed 44-year-old Alice Holtzman, disappointed in 
life but for her honeybees, who invites a troubled paraplegic teenager to stay with her; 
and Lizzy Dent’s The Summer Job, whose young heroine discovers that pretending to be 
her wine-expert friend and taking over the job at a highland Scottish hotel her friend 
tossed aside won’t be so easy. 

WORLD WAR II FICTION: Rafe Posey’s The Stars We Share, with Alec and June meeting as 
children in 1927 England, facing separation when he becomes an RAF pilot and she 
code breaks at Bletchley Park during the war, and having trouble reuniting as a couple 
after the war; and S. Kirk Walsh’s The Elephant of Belfast, with a young zookeeper trying 
to protect her charge, Violet, in April 1941 when the Germans drop 674 bombs on Belfast in only five hours, 
killing almost 1,000 civilians. Both debuts. 

FEATURED SPEAKERS: Friday, 1/22, at 11:00 a.m., Max Brooks, Minecraft: The Mountain, Graphic Novel/Gaming 
Stage; at 12:00 p.m., Jesse Tyler Ferguson & Julie Tanous, Food Between Friends, What’s Cooking @ ALA Stage; 
and at 2:00 p.m., Adam Grant, Think Again, Tech Talk Stage. On Saturday, 1/23, at 10:00 a.m., Ibram X. Kendi and 
Keisha N. Blain, Four Hundred Souls: A Community History of African America, 1619-2019, opening session speakers; 
and 12:30 p.m., Ethan Hawke, A Bright Ray of Darkness. 

ADDITIONAL APPEARANCES: Isabelle Allende, The Soul of a Woman; Maggie Shipstead, Great Circle; Jasmine Mans, 
Black Girl, Call Home; JoAnne Tompkins, What Comes After; and Clay McLeod Chapman, Whisper Down the Lane. On 
Demand at the PRH Library YouTube Channel beginning Thursday, 1/21, at 10 a.m.

All times are Central Time. 

Simon & Schuster
The following titles are included in the publisher’s ALA in a Box Sweepstakes, 
which can be entered via the link /http://www.simonandschusterpublishing.com/
thebookdrop/virtual-events.html

FICTION SURPRISES: Sister Souljah’s Life After Death, a sequel to her million-copy best-
selling The Coldest Winter Ever; Andrea Lee’s Red Island House, with a Black American 
professor in Madagascar acknowledging the tension between her entitled American 
upbringing and her African heritage; Lisa Taddeo’s fiction debut, Animal, about a woman 
who has witnessed male violence plumbing childhood memories and turning violent 
herself; Zakiya Dalila Harris’s The Other Black Girl, about an editorial assistant relieved when 
another Black woman is hired, until the trouble starts; Kim Neville’s The Memory Collectors, 
about two women with the ability to sense the emotions people leave behind in objects; 
and Michaela Carter’s Leonora in the Morning Light, reimagining the life of distinguished 

Surrealist artist Leonora Carrington.

MORE GREAT FICTION: Patricia Engel’s Infinite Country, about a woman keeping her family together after her 
husband is deported; Linda Rui Feng’s Swimming Back to Trout River, about a Chinese girl in 1986 who doesn’t 
want to join her parents in America; J. Michael Straczynski’s Together We Will Go, whose disaffected crew plans to 
go together—right off a cliff; S.B. Divya’s Machinehood, about artificial intelligence, sentience, and labor rights in 
a fracturing economy you’ll recognize; Tif Marcello’s In a Book Club Far Away, about three army wives bonding, 
betraying, and reuniting when one needs help; Rebecca Hardiman’s Good Eggs, about wacky 83-year-old Millie’s 
new caretaker and her impact on the family; R.J. Hoffmann’s Other People’s Children, with a couple’s dream of a 

http://www.simonandschusterpublishing.com/thebookdrop/virtual-events.html


adopting a baby shattered by its teenage mother; and Janet Skeslien Charles’s The Paris Library, chronicling the 
bravery of employees at the American Library in Paris after the Germans marched in, which a lonely Montana 
teen in the 1980s learns about from her intriguing elderly neighbor. 

THRILLERS: Carole Johnstone’s Mirrorland, with Cat returning to Edinburgh from faraway Los Angeles when 
her twin sister vanishes while sailing; Laura Dave’s The Last Thing He Told Me, a first foray into suspense by the 
women’s fiction author; Laurie Elizabeth Flynn’s The Girls Are All So Nice Here, with threatening letters reminding 
Ambrosia of the not-so-nice things she and friend Sully did in their youth; and Catherine McKenzie’s Six Weeks 
To Live, whose protagonist wants to know if she has a brain tumor because she was poisoned. 

NONFICTION: Liza Rodman and Jennifer Jordan’s The Babysitter: My Summers with a Serial Killer, with Jordan recalling 
her hardworking mother leaving her with a charming local handyman who, it was later discovered, buried the 
body parts of his victims in the woods where she played; Dorothy Wickenden’s The Agitators: Three Friends Who 
Fought for Abolition and Women’s Rights, how Underground Railroad purveyor Harriet Tubman, middle-class 
Quaker mother Martha Wright, and upper-crust Frances Seward, wife of Abraham Lincoln’s secretary of state, 
worked together to defeat slavery and secure equal rights for Blacks and women; and Nadia Owusu’s Aftershocks: 
A Memoir, how the author mended her fractured self after her mother’s abandonment, her father’s early death, 
and a childhood spent moving from country to country. 

EVENTS: The publisher has a prerecorded Adult Fiction Book Buzz, available at the booth in the Exhibitor 
Session tab starting 9:25 a.m. EST. 

Soho Press
LITERARY: Sandi Tan’s Lurkers, by an author/filmmaker, offering a portrait of a suburban 
Los Angeles neighborhood full of immigrants, strivers…and lurkers; and Paula Bomer’s 
Tante Eva, featuring a retired, self-medicating nurse stumbling through her life in East 
Berlin, who’s delighted when American niece Maggie visits, then horrified to discover 
Maggie’s drug addiction. 

CRIME: Mick Herron’s Slough House, next in an ongoing series, revealing that residents of 
MI5’s facility for superannuated spies are starting to drop like flies; Stephen Mack Jones’s 
Dead of Winter, third in a series, with ex-cop and Detroit Mexicantown native August 
Snow shocked to learn that the dying owner of the beloved Authentico Foods is being 
blackmailed; Sujata Massey’s The Bombay Prince, with Perveen Mistry, the only female 
lawyer in 1920s Bombay, getting involved after a suspicious death in the wake of a visit 

by the Prince of Wales; and Kaoru Takamura’s Lady Joker, Vol. 1, the author’s English-language debut, inspired 
unsolved true-crime kidnapping case. 

Sourcebooks
LEAD TITLES: Kelly Mustian’s The Girls in the Stilt House, a Mississippi-set debut about two teenage girls—free-
spirited white Ada, compelled to return home, and Matilda, daughter of Black sharecroppers—who form a 
friendship with dire consequences (print galley by request); and Xio Axelrod’s The Girl with Stars in Her Eyes, 
featuring Toni B, shining forth on Philadelphia’s indie scene and encouraged to try out for a hot new band, 
which leads her straight to the boy who broke her heart (egalley). 

HISTORICALS: Leah Weiss’s All the Little Hopes, about two adventuresome girls in a small Southern town who take 
on its little mysteries—why have so many men gone missing?—even as a German prisoner-of-war camp rises 
nearby (egalley); Tracey Enerson Wood’s The War Nurse, with Superintendent of Nurses Julia Stimson dealing with 
65 inexperienced nurses, 1,300 soldiers in a facility designed for 500, and the horrors of the Spanish influenza 
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The GROUNDBREAKING 
story of how one Broadway show 
changed the course of America

A behind-the-scenes 
look at the first 

all-Black acted and 
produced musical!

(egalley); and Audrey Blake’s The Girl in His Shadow, featuring a young woman who 
has managed to become the assistant to the distinguished Dr. Croft (which is both 
improper and illegal) and stymied when the arrival of a new surgical resident threatens 
everything (egalley). 

ROMANCE: Katee Robert’s Neon Gods, modern-dress Greek mythology as crème-de-
society’s-crème Persephone Dimitriou longs to leave the sleek city of Olympus even 
as her mother plots to marry her off to the sinister Zeus, forcing her to run for her 
life—and straight into the arms of a man worth loving (egalley). 

CHILLS: Ashley Winstead’s In My Dreams I Hold a Knife, with Jessica Miller attending her 
10th college reunion, little knowing that a trap awaits to discover who murdered 
a member of her once-close group of friends (print galley by request); Caroline B. 
Cooney’s The Grandmother Plot, with Freddy worrying about a murder at his memory-deficient grandmother’s 
nursing home even as he slides into a shady side business (print galley by request); Darcy Coates’s The Whispering 
Dead, whose heroine knows only that she can see ghosts and is being pursued by masked men—and that the 
spirits in the graveyard near where she is sheltering want to come out and play (print galleys available by 
request); and Pauline Hopkins’s Of One Blood; or, The Hidden Self, the reissue of a horror classic by Black author 
Hopkins about a medical student who uses mesmerism to revive a beautiful woman seemingly dead, then 
travels to Ethiopia and discovers the root of his special abilities (egalley). 

WOMEN’S ISSUES: Jayne Zanglein’s The Girl Explorers: The Untold Story of the Globetrotting Women Who Trekked, 
Flew, and Fought Their Way Around the World, focusing on Blair Niles, Amelia Earhart, Gloria Hollister, and Anna 
Heyward Taylor, key members of the Society of Woman Geographers (egalley); Kate Moore’s The Woman They 
Could Not Silence: One Woman, Her Incredible Fight for Freedom, and the Men Who Tried To Make Her Disappear, about 
wife and mother Elizabeth Packard, who was committed to an insane asylum in 1860 by her husband, who 
couldn’t tolerate her insistence on speaking her mind (print galleys by request); Mari K. Eder’s The Girls Who 
Stepped Out of Line: Untold Stories of the Women Who Changed the Course of World War II, told by a retired U.S. Army 
major general (egalley); and Laura Bates’s Men Who Hate Women: From Incels to Pickup Artists; the Truth About 
Extreme Misogyny and How It Affects Us All, which examines the recent rise of extreme misogyny (egalley). 

RACE ISSUES: Caseen Gaines’s Footnotes: The Black Artists Who Rewrote the Rules of the Great White Way, celebrating 
the Roaring Twenties–era Footnotes, the first Broadway show with an all-Black cast and creative team to achieve 
success and showing how it influenced popular culture (print galley by request); Uju Asika’s Bringing Up Race: 
How To Raise a Kind Child in a Prejudiced World (egalley), antiracism guidance for parents (egalley); and Martina 
McGowan (text) and Diana Ejaita (illus.), I Am the Rage, poetry written by retired doctor McGowan, a mother and 
grandmother, in a burst of passion during 2020 after the deaths of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd (egalley). 

FOOD: Danielle Kartes (text) and Michael Kartes (photogs.), Rustic Joyful Food: Meant To Share, food to make you 
happy from a rising star on the Seattle food scene (egalley). 

EVENTS: Catch videotaped interviews with Caroline B. Cooney (The Grandmother Plot) and Kate Moore (The Woman 
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They Could Not Silence), both available on ALA Midwinter’s Pop Top Stage. Caseen Gaines (Footnotes) is featured 
in a diversity video available on the Diversity Stage, while Danielle Kartes (Rustic Joyful Food) appears in a 
cooking video on the cooking stage. 

Workman
FABULOUS FICTION: Jonathan Evison’s Legends of the North Cascades, with a troubled Iraq 
vet fleeing with his daughter to a cave in the Washington wilderness; Fiona Mozley’s Hot 
Stew, a Man Booker Prize finalist’s account of a real estate speculator trying to empty a 
building in London’s Soho for development—but two denizens of the building’s brothel 
won’t budge; Kaitlyn Greenidge’s Libertie, which revisits Dr. Susan Smith McKinney 
Steward, the first Black female doctor in New York State; Zak Salih’s Let’s Go Back to the 
Party, the story of estranged childhood friends Oscar and Sebastian meeting as adults in 
Washington, DC, with Oscar out and proud and Sebastian not so much; and two debut 
novels by multi-award-nominated sf/fantasy authors: E. Lily Yu’s On Fragile Waves, a magic 
realist–touched story, with fairytales sustaining a family traveling from Afghanistan toward 
a cold welcome in Australia, and Benjamin Rosenbaum’ s The Unraveling, set in a far future 
with multiple biotech-reengineered genders, where Fift (staid gendered) and Shria (bail 

gendered) are drawn into rebellion against society’s rigid rules 

ISSUE-ORIENTED NONFICTIOn: Patricia Roberts-Miller’s Speaking of Race: How To Have Antiracist Conversations That 
Bring Us Together, a professor emerita of rhetoric and writing on the language we use to discuss race today; and 
Amelia Pang’s Made in China: A Prisoner, an SOS Letter, and the Hidden Cost of America’s Cheap Goods, an award-
winning journalist’s investigation of slave labor in China, opening with a prisoner’s handwritten plea for help, 
written in broken English and found by an Oregon woman in a package of Halloween decorations.

SCIENCE: Tristan Gooley’s The Secret World of Weather: How To Read Signs in Every Cloud, Breeze, Hill, Street, Plant, 
Animal, and Dewdrop, from a New York Times best-selling author, a practitioner of natural navigation; Jess 
Phoenix’s Ms. Adventure, a volcanologist and an extreme explorer’s account of her work in the field as executive 
director and cofounder of the environmental scientific research organization Blueprint Earth; David Robert 
Grimes’s Good Thinking: Why Flawed Logic Puts Us All at Risk and How Critical Thinking Can Save the World, with the 
Dublin-based physicist, cancer researcher, and science writer showing how exercising logic can help counter 
misinformation on subjects from climate change to vaccinations; Bret Stetka’s A History of the Human Brain, from 
the editorial director at Medscape.com, the professional division of WebMD.com; Susanne Foitzik and Olaf 
Fritsche’s Empire of Ants: The Hidden Worlds and Extraordinary Lives of Earth’s Tiny Conquerors, from two mighty ant 
experts, an evolutionary biologist and a biophysicist, respectively; and Sara Dykman’s Bicycling with Butterflies: My 
10,201-Mile Journey Following the Monarch Migration, much more than an afternoon ride in the park for outdoor 
educator and field researcher. 

MORE NONFICTION: W. Ralph Eubanks’s A Place Like Mississippi: A Journey Through a Real and Imagined Literary 
Landscape, from an award-winning Mississippi author; Larry Olmsted’s Fans: How Watching Sports Makes Us 
Happier, Healthier, and More Understanding, from a New York Times best-selling author; Richard Thompson with 
Scott Timberg’s Beeswing: Losing My Way and Finding My Voice 1967–1975, a memoir from one of rock’s top 
songwriters/guitarists; and Jessamyn Stanley’s Yoke: My Yoga of Self-Acceptance, deep-seated personal reflections 
on yoga, wellness, and life. 

FOR FOODIES: Benedict Vanheems’s GrowVeg: The Beginner’s Guide to Easy Vegetable Gardening, The Eat Offbeat Chefs 
(text) & Penny De Los Santos (photogs.), The Kitchen Without Borders: Recipes and Stories from Refugee and Immigrant 
Chefs, Lindsay Gardner’s Why We Cook: Women on Food, Identity, and Connection, Gene Stone & Kathy Freston’s 72 
Reasons To Be Vegan: Why Plant-Based. Why Now, and Phyllis Good’s No Recipe? No Problem!: How to Pull Together 
Tasty Meals Without a Recipe .
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POETRY: James Crew’s How To Love the World: Poems of Gratitude and Hope, poet Crews curating 100 poems for 
joy, gratefulness, and discussion, with poets ranging from Naomi Shihab Nye to Ross Gay, who contributes a 
foreword. 

EVENTS: Monday, 1/25, 4:00 p.m., “Forget Your Troubles,” a joint HarperCollins/Macmillan/Workman program 
featuring authors Sara Nisha Adams, Jayci Lee, and Polly Samson, followed by the library reps’ happy reading 
recommendations.  Eastern Standard Time.

AND MORE: Check out the Swag-a-Palooza button for more titles, a recorded buzz hosted at the Book Buzz 
Theater, and the link allowing you to enter to win 10 key titles: https://forms.gle/3g9ChXXy3SxGaEHi6

W. W. Norton 

KEY FICTION: Victoria Shorr’s The Plum Trees, with a woman questing to recover her 
family history when she learns that her great-uncle Hermann might have escaped from 
Auschwitz; Elias Rodriques’s All the Water I’ve Seen Is Running, a debut featuring Henriquez, 
from a Jamaican American family rooted in the South, who has cemented his identity as 
a gay man in New York but still has issues to face when he returns home for the funeral 
of a friend; Claire Fuller’s Unsettled Ground, about twins still living with their mother at age 
51 whose lives crash to pieces when she dies; J.H. Gelernter’s Hold Fast, action/adventure 
set in 1803 and billed as Patrick O’Brian meets James Bond; Virginia Feito’s Mrs. March, 
with an Upper East Sider reacting badly to her husband’s latest novel; Forsyth Harmon’s 
Justine, an LGBTQ+ tale set on 1999 Long Island and featuring a young woman 
enthralled by store cashier Justine; and Jesse McCarthy’s The Fugitivities, about a black 
American raised in France, living in New York City, and trying to sort out his identity 

(see also Who Will Pay Reparations on My Soul? in “Issues of Race”).

ISSUES OF RACE: Annette Gordon-Reed’s On Juneteenth, the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian and Texas native’s 
history of an event crucial to Black communities and American history; Jesse McCarthy’s Who Will Pay 
Reparations on My Soul?: Essays, thoughts on race, culture, identity, and politics from a Harvard professor and 
rising cultural critic; and Nesrine Malik’s We Need New Stories: The Myths That Subvert Freedom, an explosion of 
five key political myths (e.g., regarding free speech and identity politics) that received rave reviews in the UK 
and has been revised for the U.S. market. 

AND MORE: Push that Swag-a-Palooza button for more titles, look for the video highlighting Winter 2021 books, 
and check out links to lots of resources, including the new W. W. Norton Library Marketing YouTube channel: 
https://bit.ly/youtubenorton

https://forms.gle/3g9ChXXy3SxGaEHi6%0D
https://bit.ly/youtubenorton

